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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1674 
ESTIMAIION OF EFFECZKENESS OF FlXWI!YPE 
CONTROIS ON SVEPTBACKWINGS 
By John G. Lowry and Leslie E. Shneiter 
An analy~ie has been made .af the lowwpeed lift, roIMng, and 
pitching characteristics of flaptype controls on a series of swept- 
back wings, and methods are presented for estimating these characteristics;' 
The methods developed are essentially modifications of the exfeting 
me-&ode used in eetFmating the effectiveness of flaptype controls on. 
unswept wings. Satisfactory results may be obtained bg each method for 
flap--type controls on swept w-e having from O" to 60 sweep, aspect 
ratios from 2.50 to 6.00, and taper ratios between 0.4 and 1.0. The 
control parameters apply only inthe range where the variations with 
angle of attack and flap deflection ere lineas. 
INTRODUCTION 
In an attempt to extend the mexWum speed of airplanes Vito the 
trensotic and supereanic speed range, an ever increasing number of 
airplenee are being desi@ped with swept wings. The use of these plan 
forms has introduced the need for control-surface data on swept wFn@;s 
similar to those already ti existence for unswept tinge (references 1 
to 81, which allow for the prediction of control+urface characteristics 
within small limits. 
At the present time information on the behavior of controls in the 
traneonic speed range is too meager to permit the depelopment of a ration&l. 
design procedure that;appliee at tr-onic speeds; hence, the design 
of control surfaces for.traneonic airplanes must still be based primarily 
on lo-peed considerations. 
A summary of the results of several low-peed wind-tunnel Fnveeti- 
gatione of control effectiveness on sweptback wings (data obtained in 
the Langley 300 MPH 7- by lC-foot tun&) and _a dfecuseion of the 
development of two methods of estimating the.effectiveneee characteristics 
of flap-type controls on sweptback wings are presented herein. 
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SYMBOLS 
. 
l 
For the purposes of this paper, the chords end spans of the swept 
wings are measured.perallel end perpendicular to the lane of symmetry, 
and the sweep angle is that of the wing leading edge P fig. 1). !I%e 
control-surface deflections are measuredin a plane perpendicular to 
the control hinge line. The term flap is used herein to designate any 
t$pe of control surface, regarcUeee of its application. The %n8wept--l' 
win@; panel represents a Wang that would be obtained if the swept wing 
were rotated about the midpoint of the root chord until the S&percent-. 
chord line is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. Tht; tip is cut off 
parallel to the plane of eymnetry. The chords in this case sre measured 
perpendiculer to the 5O-percent-chord line. All primed values refer to 
the 'knswept" wing. 
CL wing lift coefficient (L/qS where L is lift of ccmplete 
WFng or twice lift of eemiepan wing) 
cz 
c, 
section lift coefficient 
wing pitch- t--coefficient (M/q% where M is pitching 
moment of complete wing or twice pitch- moment of semi- 
span =W3) 
. 
cm 
% 
section pitohm n-t coeffioient 
rollin@na.uen~ coefficient (L/qSb where L is rolling 
mcment produced by deflection of one aileron an a complete 
wing) 
s area ofoomglete wing 
b span of ccxuplete wing, measured on a ldne perpendiculex to 
model plane of symmetry 
bf span of flap, measured on a 1Ine perpendicular to wing plane 
of symmetry 
.- 
C 
c 
ce 
wkgmeanaerodynamic chord 
wing local chord, measured in planee*pareJlel to model plane 
of symmetry 
chord of flap, measured in planes parUe to wing plane of 
symmetm 
wing root chord 
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x 
Y 
yi 
YO 
d 
. A 
9 
P 
V 
a 
6 
A 
ct/- 
EL 
=2 
=3 
M 
a 
R 
w3ng taper ratio (Wing tip chord/Wing root chord) 
I lateral distance from plane of eyumketry 
lateral distance from plane of symmetry to inboard end of flap 
lateral. dietsnce from plane of symmetry to outboard end of 
f'la;p 
distance from center of pressure of incremental lift load to 
mane& axis, measured in plenee parallel to WLng plane of 
esmmstrs 
aspect ratio (b2/S> 
free-stream dpa.mic pressure $p+ 
( > 
mass density of air 
fre-treem air velocfty rc 
wing engle of attack, measured in model plane of symmetry 
control--8urface deflection, measured in a plane perpendicular 
to control--surface hinge line, ,poeitive when control- 
surface trail- edge is below wing chord plane 
wing sweep angle, that is, angle between w3ng leading edge 
. andaperpandiculartowingplane of symmetry 
flap effectiveness parameter, -that is, effective change in 
wing an&e of attack caused by unit angular change in 
control--8urface deflectian 
rollin-& coefficient caused by a unit difference in 
wing engle of attack of vsrfous right and left parts of 
a c&pi&i wing 
aepectiatio correction factor for c+ 
tape-t10 correction factor for Q/do5 
aepect+atio correction factor for 
%/"s 
Mach number. (V/a) 
speed of sound 
Reynolds number (pVE/p) 
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coefficient of viscosity of air - 
. 
. 
The Bubecript a indicates the factor held constant. AU-slopes were 
measured or calculated in the range of a = 0' end 6 = 0'. 
The rolling effectiveness paremeter presented herein represents the 
aerodynamic effects on a complete wing produced by-the deflection of the 
aileron on only one semispan of the complete xing. The lift and pitching I 
effectiveness parameters represent the aerodynamic effects of deflection 
in the same direction of-the flaps on both semispan~ of the complete w3n.g. 
. 
In order to determine to what extent the design procedure for 
controls on unswept wings would have to be modified for swept wTnge, a 
semispen+ing model was teeted.essentially unswept (A = 6.3O) end at 
Bweep englee of 30°, 40°, end 51.3'. (See models 1 to 4, table 1,) 
The aspect ratio of the as varied from 6.23 for the 6.3O sweptwing 
to 3.43 for the 51.3" swept WFng. The wing was equipped with a veriable- 
span plain-sealed flap having a chord 20 percent of the chord of the 
"unswept" wing. The tests were performsa in the Langley 300 MPl3 7- by 
l&foot--tunnel at a Mach number of about 0.12 end at Re olds numbers 
of abotit 1.55 x 106 for the 6.30 swept WFng and 2.2 x 10 for the ?ii 
51.3' swept wing. 
The variation of the rate of chaage.of romnt &oeff'icient 
with deflection Czg ~5th span of aileron for the various angles of 
sweep, as obtaFned for models 1 to 4, is sham in figure 2. The aileron 
for these Investigations extended inboard from the tip. The veriat?on 
d 
t 
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. 
of c 
28 with sweep shown here.also includes the effect of aspect ratio 
which varied from 6.23 for the 6.3O swept wing to 3.43 for the 51.3O 
swept wing. As the sweep is increased and as the aspect ratio decreases, 
the values of C z8 decrease appreciably. In addition, the percent 
decrease in the value of C 26 with increasing sweep is greater for short- 
span tip ailerons than for ailerons of approximately 0.50 semispan or greater. 
. 
The lift effectiveness parameter % obtaIned from these same 
models Lowed about the same variation with sweep as did the rolling- 
moment effectiveness parameter; that is, there was a decrease in C& 
with increase in sweep end with decrease in aspect ratio. (See fig. 3.) 
The pitching--t effectiveness parameter C& showed about the seme 
variation with sweep as d+d the rollin effeotivenees parameter 
except for the 6.3O swept wing (fig. 4 linear vsriatian of (+ 
with flap span on the 6.3O swept wing (fig. 4) and the dromff of 
effectiveness of the short-span tip flaps is the type of variatfon that 
would be predicted from the theoretical treawt presented in reference 8. 
The pitching moment produced by a given increment of flap span is propor- 
tional to the product of the incremental lift produced by the flap and 
the chordwise distance from the center of pressure of the Incremental 
load to the axis about which the moments are taken (the wtig aerodynsmic 
center for these tests). The decreasing pitch effectiveness of a &van 
increment of span of flap for sweep sngles seater than 30° indicates 
that the incremental-lift-producing effectiveness of the flap decreases 
faster than the moment arm of this incremental lift increases. 
. 
MEZ!EtODS 
The results of en enalysis of the aforementioned wind-tunnel data 
led to the development of two methods of estimating the lift snd. rolling 
effectiveness perameters 
% 
and -c 
26' 
respectively, and one method 
of estimating the pitching effectiveness parameter 
% 
. 
Method I 
Rolling effectiveness pazuneter Cl,.- In order to make figure 2 
i 
of a more general nature, the data were reduced to a form similar to 
. that presented in reference 2 - that is, .C,/&,. the rollment 
coefficient caused by a unit difference in wing angle- of attack of 
s various right and left perts of a complete %3ng. Simple sweep theory 
. indicates that only the component of the free-stream dynamic pressure q 
,In the directian perpendicular to the wing leading edge has a beering 
on the effectiveness of a flap; hence, the effective value of q at 
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constant free-stresm velocity varies as CO&A. 
C28 (fig. 2) at 
On this basis, the 
values of each spanwise station were divided by 
cos2A and the value of the flap effectiveness parameter % (&z/m _ * 
frcm reference 3) for the flap on the "unswept-%ng panel. No aspect- 
ratio or taper-ratio corrections were applied since the "upswept+"wing 
values of these factors for each of the swept w-6 ace sufficiently 
near the aspectiatio and taper-ratio vsJ.ues of the 6.,3O swept w to 
make corrections unnecessary. This reductim brought the curves Into 
approximate agreement except for the short=span tip ailerons on the 40' 
and 51.3O- swept wings. A curve of the average of the values cmputed 
from the cur&s of figure 2 and from the the&etical 
ence 2 for a compsxable aspect ratio and taper ratio 
figure 5. 
In order to use this chart for design purposes, the values must 
be corrected for aspect ratio, taper ratio, and flap chord. The rolling 
effectiveness parameter Cl 6 may be calculated from the formula 
values of r&r- 
is presented in - 
The value of- (C2/.>u can Be obtained from the appropriate curve in 
figure 5 (the subscript u indicates the value of C2/& for a wing 
of aspect ratio 6.00 snd taper ratio 0.5); the aspect-ratio correctian 
factor Kl can be obtained from figure 6 and is the ratio of Cl/&x 
for the aspect ratio of the "unswept" WJng to the value of Cz/aoc 
for aspect ratio 6.00, both values being obtained from reference.2 for 
taper ratio 0.5; the tapexatio correction factor E;2 ten be obtained 
frcm figme 6 end is the ratio of the value of C&G for taper ratio 
of the "unswept'r Wang to the value of. Cz/& for taper ratio 0.5, both 
values again being obtained from reference 2 for aspectratio 6.00; the , 
flap effectiveness pammeter a6 is given in figure 7 end is based on 
the "unswept" flap chord ratio; and A is the sweep of the wing leading 
edge. .-. 
from the averaged curve in figure 5. 
values of Cl/& should be picked 
Values for @ngs of higher sweeps 
For sweep angles fromO" to 30°, 
may be obtained by int8rpolation between the averaged curve and the 
curve for the 51.3O swept wing. Ln order to calculate the rolling. 
effectiveness of ailerms having chord ratios Cf'/C' which vary across 
the aileron span, the.value of cqj for the value of cft/ct at the 
*board end of the aileron should be used. 
. I 
. 
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The data of figure 2 and; hence, the curves of C2/f&z of figure 5 
f / apply to ailerons at spsnwise locatimsother than those starting at the 
tip. 'phe value of Ct/ht for an element of aileron covering any span- 
wise pert of the wing is the difference between C2/& at the inboard 
end of the aileron and C2/&. at the outboezd end of the aileron. 
Lift effectiveness parameter .- The lift data presented in 
%clg/ 
figure 3 were reduced to the pammeter ~6 by the sme method used 
to reduce the roll data; that is, the value of s at each spauwise 
station was divided by cos2A and c~ of the "unswept" control. Thi8 
reductFon.brought all the data in;;b general agreement except for the 
tzmxXll span controls m the 51.3' swept wing which again showed a loss 
in lifting effectiveness. An averaged curve of %/+j is presented 
in figure 8. The values of cr, 
may be ccmputed for w3ngs of other 
sweep sngles, aspect ratios, and flap spans by the formula 
%K3 cos2A 
The vahe of is obtained from figure 8 (the subscript u 
indicates the velue of w % for a wing of aspect ratio 6.00 and 
taper ratio 0.5); the flap effectiveness'parsmeter c[s is obtained 
from figure 7; eznd the aspect-ratio correctian Factor K3 is obtained 
from figure 9. The aspect-rratio correction factor. K3 is the ratio 
of the slope of the lift curve 
% 
of the "unswept" wing to the slope 
of the lift curve for a wing of aspect ratio 6.00. The dataused ti 
calculating this curve were obtained from complete models and isolated 
wings in the Laugley 7- by U&foot tunnel. No,tape~atio correction 
appears to be necessszy, at least not for taper ratios of 0.4 to 1.0. 
*Lift data on unswept wings indicate that the lift effectiveness of 
flaps is different for flaps starting at the w3ng root end for those 
starting at the wing tip. Hence, it appears that this. method must be 
limited to the prediction of the chezacteristics of flaps starting at 
the V%Q~ tip only. 
-. 
Method II 
Pitching effectiveness psmneter s.- Any attempts to correlate 
nt data of fQgre 4 by methods similar to method I - 
. A method for calculating the pitching effectiveness 
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of partial span flaps is presented in reference 8. This method is based 
on calculation of the theoretical spanwise load distribution by the 
method of referance 1 and the chordwise location of the center of pressure 
of each spanwise increment of this load. The pitching mcment about the 
wing aerodynamic center produced by this incremental load may then be 
calculated at several spanwise statlana and the resulting curve should 
be integrated to determine the total pitching+ume nt effectiveness of 
the flap. The method of reference 8 does not, however, take into con- 
sideration any effects of sweep on the magnitude or distribution of the 
spanwise loading. 
On the basis of the results of the cslculatians of method I, it 
appeared that unless sweep corrections were applied erroneous rxults 
would be obtained if' the m&hod of reference 8 was used directly to 
calculate the pitching effectiveness of flaps cm highly swept wings. 
The method presented in reference 8 was therefore revised to incorporate 
such sweep corrections and is rt3--prSBfXLted herein with the appropriate 
sweep correctlana applied. 
. 
The incremental lift caused by flap deflection at a constant sngle 
of attack was obtained by the influenc+lines'method of reference 1. 
Inasmuch as the data of reference 1 apply rigorously only to wing 
shapes shown in that report, a chord correction was necessary. 
The Bpanwise loading factor CZ(C/CB 1 at each spanwise station for 
the wing in reference 1 most six&r to the swept wing under considera- 
ticm with regard to taper ratio was multiplied by the ratio of the 
chord of a wing having a straight leading and trailing edge, a square 
tip, snd a taper ratio the same as that of,the wing in reference 1 to 
the chord of the wing in reference 1. The twowingswere compared in 
such a manner that this ratio was 1.0 at the wing root. 
The spanwise loading factors of reference 1 are presented f r 
several aspect ratios and taper ratios. The distribution of 
c&/cB) 
for the flap spsn under consideration, corrected for chord as prezously 
noted, was determined for each of the aspect ratios in referance 1 at 
the taper ratio most nearly corresponding to the taper ratio of the 
swept wing under cansideratian. The spanwise-load-distribution f8CtOrS 
presented in figure 2 of reference 1 are those produced by a flap 
deflected an only ane-half of a complete wing. Zn order to determine 
the total spenwise loading on cne4alf of a complete wing caused by 
deflection of-a flap on both halves of the wi&, the loading at a 
negative (left> wing station must be added to the loading at the seme 
station an the positive (right) wing. 
The values of the spanwise loading factor at each spanwise station 
are then determined by extrapolation or interpolation of these data to 
the aspect ratio of the %nswept" wing corresponding to the swepL, 
under consideration. 
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The data of reference 1 give the value of incremental lift produced 
by flaps that create an effective change in sngle of attack of 1 radian 
over the flapped part of the wing. It iB aBBURIf3d that the iIlClXZl0Ilt~ 
lift produced by the flap is.directly proportional to the effective angle 
of attack produced by the flap. Thus, in order to convert such data to 
the incremental lift produced by a different flap deflection, it is 
necessary to determine the incremental angle of attack produced by that 
flap deflection. As has been previously mentianed, the incremental 
e&L> of.attack produced by flap deflection is indicated by the flap 
effectiveness parameter 
3 
as shown in figure 7 for verious percent- 
chord flaps. The incremen al section lift coefficient &2 at each 
spastise station produced by unit flap deflection may now be calculated 
by the follow%ng formula: 
b2= 
c2(C~CS) % cB cost 
a -- 57.3 c 
(1) 
where qb/cs 1 Is the spaswise loading factor previously calculated 
from referike 1, 9 is the flap effectiveness parameter (taken from 
fig. 7) of the flap having the chord ratio cft/ct, es/c is the chord 
ratio of the a in question, and A is the sweep sngle of the wing 
leading edge. 
The pitchinwoment effectiveness parameter C& may be calculated 
by multiplying the incremental lift load at each spsnwise station as 
cmputed by formula (1) by the corresponding moment erm - that is, the 
distance between the 1ocsJ. center of pressure of the incremental lift 
load snd the moment sxis. Mechsnical integration of the spactise 
distributions of pitching moments thus obtatied yields the total pitching 
effectiveness of the flap 
% . The chordwise variation of the local 
center of pressure of the incremental lift load across the spsn of the 
wing was detemnined by a method, the reasoning behind.tiich is discussed 
in detail in reference 8. Briefly, the method involves placing the line 
of centers of pressure of the incremental lift loads over the flapped 
part of the wing along the percent chord line (in the stream direction) 
indicated by the center-ofqressure data shown in figure 10. (The data 
in this figure were determined from the data of references 8 to ll.) 
The line of centers of pressure of the incremental lift loads over the 
u&Tapped pert of the wing are laid out on a faired 1Ine which intersects 
the line of centers of pressure over the flamed part of the wing at the 
aboard end of the flap and become tangent to the wing quarter-chord 
line at a potit approximately 30 percent of the wing semispsn inbosrd 
of the inboard end of the flap, as shown in figure ll. 
, 
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Lift0 -effectiveness parameter cLa.- The lift effectiveness 
--_-- 
pEimm?*er % maybe calculated as an incidental &the calculation 
of s by mechsnically integrating the area under the curve of f!c2 
(determined by formula (1)) against spanwise location. 
Rolling effectiveness paremet- Cz8. - The rolling effectiveness 
parameter. C 
26 
may else be computed. The same spsnwise lift distribution 
used to determine C % may be mechenically integrated to determine the 
moment of the load about the wing center line. The rolliwment- 
coefficients so computed are somewhat in error since they include the 
carry-over effect8 of a flap deflected in the seme directian 012. the 
remaininghalf of the complete wing. The roll~ment coefficients 
so computedmay be readily corrected for the csrry+ver effects by the 
method of figure 13 of reference l?. For illustrative.purpo.ses, a 
sketch of the incremental section lift and pitch- t coefficient8 
produced by a partial-span flap on a swept wing is shown in figure 11. 
ACCURACY OF MEXBOD 
In order to determine the reliability of the two method8 of 
predicting the various control psr&n.eters on wings having various 
geometric characteristics, values of 
CLS 
S&C zg wire estimated by 
method I snd values of C k' C2& =d. (+ were estimated by method II 
for the wings shown in table I. These estimated values are compared with 
the experimentally determined v&es. 
Comparisons of estimated 
-% 
with experiment&L 
crs 
and 
estimated C 
Is 
with experimental Cz8 are presented in figures 12 
and 13, respectively, for method I and in figures 14 snd 15, respectively, 
for method II. It appears from the scatter of points around the line of 
agreement that both methods give equally good agreement i% calculating c<. 
For calculating C2 
6' 
method I appears to give scmewhat better agreemat 
with the experimental results than does method II. Lngeneral,method II 
underestimates the rolling effectiveness. The spanwise-loadr~istribution 
factors presented in reference-l sre for wings with round tips, whereas 
all-the experiment&L data used in the comparison sre for wings having 
essentially~square tips. The difference between the load an a wing with a 
round tip and the load on a-wing with a square tip wofid be small in 
regard to lift or pitchiog moment. However, the load difference between 
the two wing shapes would be located near the wing tip_ sndwould consequently 
be expected to have some -effect upon the rolling moments. 
. 
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With the exception of the estimated values for models 2 snd 15 
(table I), the agreement of estimated s wi.th the experimental results 
was exceuent, as IS shown in figure 16. 
It was noted in the correlation for method I that the lift snd 
rolling effectiveness data for model 2 failed to correlate with the 
compsrable data for models 1, 3, and 4, the results for model 2 being, 
in general, too high. The comparisons of calculated with experimental 
lift and rolling effectiveness shown in figures 14 and 15 for method II 
seem to substantiate the belief that the data for model 2 sre in error. 
Since the lift, rolling, and pitching effectiveness of a given flap are 
so closely interrelated, it may also be assumed that the -pitching effec- 
tiveness data of model 2 are also samwhat in error snd hence would fail 
to correlate with the data of other models. 
In general, it may be stated that both methods of calculating the 
control effectiveness perameters gave satisfactory results for sweptback 
wlnge having sweep angles from O" to 6o", aspect ratios from 2.50 to 
6.00, taper ratios from 0.4 to 1.0 and having conventional low drag or 
circular-arc airfoils. Both of these methods are, of course, limited to 
the rangewhereinlifthas alinearvariationwithbothwingsngle of 
attack and flap deflection. As was previously mentioned, lift data on 
unswept wings indicate that the lift effectiveness of flaps is different 
fdr controls 'starting at the wing root thsn for-controls starting at the 
wing tip. Hence, in addition to the aforementioned restrictions placed 
on both methods, method I must be limited to the prediction of the lift 
chsracteristics of flaps starting at the wing tip only. 
It was found in estimating the control parameters for the various 
whlgs that % aa c 2g could be .estFmated in about l/2 to 1 hour b,y 
method I and *C& (and incidentally G and (4 in about 3 to 
4 hours by method II. 
COFTCLUDING REMARKS 
An anelysis has been made of the low-speed lift, rolling, snd 
pitching characteristics of flap4ype controls on a series of sweptback 
wings, and methods sre presented for estimating these characteristics. 
The methods of calculating the control effectiveness psremeters 
give satisfactory results for sweptback wings having sweep angles 
from o" to 6o”, aspect ratios from 2.50 to 6.00, end taper ratios from 0.4 
12 NACA TN No. 1674 
to 1.0. These methods sre limited to the range wherein lift has a 
line= vesiation tith both wing angle of attack snd flap deflection. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., May 3, 1948 
, 
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Figure l.- Chords, spans, and sweep angle of swept and 9mswept” wing. 
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. 
lhgure 2.- Effect of sweep, aspect ratio, and span of-cohtrol 
on rolling effectiveness parameter. YO 
b/2 
= 0.99. 
. . 
Figure 3.- Effect-of sweep, aspechatio, and span of control 
yo -iv- on lift effectiveness paramdter. m = 0.99. 
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Figure 4.- Effect of sweep, aspect ratio, and span of 
- on pitching effectiveness parameter. = 0.99. 
control 
a ‘J-b Figure 5.- Variation of theoretical yJ experimental values . 
Figure 6.- Aspect-ratlo and taper-ratio correction Figure 7.- Variation of flap effectiveness parameter t-’ 
factors for calculatbg Cz 
8 ’ Icurves calculated 
with flap chord. (Data from reference 3.) 3 
from data in reference 2.) 
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Figure 8.- Variation of experimental values of 
with flap span b/Z = 1.00, 
K3 cos’h. 
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Figure 9.- .Aspect-ratio correction factor for 
calculating CL . 
6 
(Curve based on data obtained 
from the Langley 7- by lo-foot tunnel.) 
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Figure lO.- Vaxkttin of center of pressure of Figure ll.- Sample section lift and section pitching- 
incremental load with flap chord. (Data from moment coefficient distributions for a partial- 
references 8 to 11.) span flap on a swept wing. 
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Figure 12.- Comparison of experimentally determined 
values of lift effectiveness parameter CL with 
6 
values determined by method L (Symbols refer to 
models listed in table L) 
FIgwe 13.- Comparison of experimentally determined 
values of rolling effectiveness parameter Cl6 
with values determined by method I. (Symbols 
refer ‘to models listed in table I.1 
. 
Eshmated C 
% 
Figure 14.- Comparison of experimentally determined 
values of Uft effectiveness parameter CL 
6 
with valuei determined by method It. (Symbols 
refer to models listed in table I. Flagged symbols 
indicate comparison of estimated values with 
faked curves of fig. 3.) 
. 
. 
Eailmated Czs 
Figure 15.- Comparison of experimeqtally determined 
values of rolling effectiveness parameter Ct 
6 
with values determined by method II. (Symbols 
refer to models Listed in table I. Flagged symbols 
indicate comparison of estimated values with 
faired curves of fig. 2.) 
. 
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Figure 16.- Comparison of experimentally determined values of 
pitching effectiveness parameter Cm6 with values determined 
by method II. (Symbols refer to models listed in table I. 
Flagged symbols indicate comparison of estimated values 
with faired curves of fig. 4.) 
